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E – BUZZ….. 
Busy as a bee……gathering information!!!! 

 P.E.S. MODERN COLLEGE OF 
ENGINEERING

FEB 20, 10TH EDITION  

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND 
TELECOMMUNICATION 

Program Educational Objectives:-The electronics and telecommunication engineering department of P.E.S’S MCOE will develop graduates who, PEO - 1 
having diverse skills, will be able to pursue careers as Entrepreneurs, Engineers or Managers in Private or Government Sectors.  PEO - 2 can continue their 
Education in the same field or diversify to Multi-disciplinary fields to  emerge as Managers, Researchers or Teachers. 

OUR VISION: 
To impart holistic, Education in Electronics 
and Telecommunication Engineering to 
create engineers equipped to meet the 
challenges of a dynamic, global environ-
ment. 
OUR MISSION: 
1. To impart quality Education in the field 
of Electronics, Communication and Signal 
Processing, by providing a comprehensive 
learning experience.                                                 
2. To provide avenues to encourage stu-
dents to continue education in diverse 
fields.                                                               
3. To develop competent Engineers, well - 
versed in multi - disciplinary fields.                                                                           
4. To inculcate ethical and professional 
values in our students to endow society 
with responsible citizens. 

 
From Principal’s desk: 
 I am very happy to see the next 
edition of the E-newsletter of E&TC de-
partment. It is heartening to note that 
editorial team is continuing its effort to 
bring forth well written and useful news-
letter. 
                       Dr. Mrs. K. R. Joshi 
 
From HOD’s desk: 
 E - BUZZ is living up our expec-
tations of an exclusive departmental 
newsletter, highlighting our depart-
mental activities. May newsletter reach 
greater heights. 
                       - Mrs. R. S. Kamthe 
 
From Editor's  desk: 
 It is with great pleasure that I 
bring forth tenth edition of E - BUZZ . 
This edition is culmination of the hard 
work involved. A special thanks to my 
editorial team. 
                              - Mrs. S. V. Thuse 

Industrial internet of things –  
Industrial IoT (IIoT) is the network of intelligent and highly connected industrial compo-
nents that are deployed to achieve high production rate with reduced operational costs 
through real-time monitoring, efficient management and controlling of industrial process-
es, assets and operational time. IIoT is a subset of IoT which requires higher levels of safe-
ty, security and reliable communication without the disruption of real-time industrial op-
erations due to mission-critical industrial environments.                                                    

How IIoT works: IoT is a network of intelligent devices 
connected to form systems that monitor, collect, ex-
change and analyze data. Each industrial iot ecosystem 
consists of: Intelligent assets that can sense communi-
cate and store information about themselves, public 
and/or private data communications infrastructure, ana-
lytics and applications that generate business infor-
mation from raw data; and people. Benefits of IIoT One of 
the top touted benefits the industrial internet of things 
affords businesses is predictive maintenance. Organiza-

tions can use real-time data generated from IIoT systems to predict defects in machin-
ery, Another common benefit is improved field service.  
 IoT applications connect devices across multiple verticals, including agriculture, 
healthcare, enterprise, consumer and utilities, as well as government and cities. IoT appli-
cations, on the other hand, connect machines and devices in such industries as oil and 
gas, utilities and manufacturing. System failures and downtime in IIoT deployments can 
result in high-risk situations or even life-threatening situations.  

                  Source :[www.researchgate.net],[https:/internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/]  

Digital Twining –  
Digital twin is a cloud-based virtual model of a process, 
product or service. Billions of things will be represented by 
digital twins in the next five years, showing the tremen-
dous potential of this technology.  
A digital twin is a digital replica of a living or non-living 
physical entity. Digital twin refers to a digital replica of 
physical assets (physical twin), processes, people, places, systems and devices that can be 
used for various purposes. Digital twin is a real mapping of all components in a product 
life cycle using physical data, virtual data and interaction between these data. In various 
industrial sectors, twins are being used to optimise operations and for maintenance of 
physical assets, systems and manufacturing processes. Digital twins are also called Cyber 
Objects or Digital Avatars. 
Digital twin to improve several sectors: 
Digital twin technology finds applications in several sectors such as energy and utilities, 
aerospace and defense, machines manufacture, automotive transportation, healthcare 
and consumer goods. On the basis of global market, digital twin technology is segmented 
into system twin, parts twin, process twin and product twin. Oracle, General Electric, Mi-
crosoft, PTC, ANSYS, Siemens, IBM and Dassault System are some of the leading players 
in digital twin sector. Improving the performance of the IoT: As more powerful nano 
sensors are added to devices and processes for improved performance, some standard tool 
is required to analyze the data collected by the IoT sensors. Digital twin is one way to 
counter this problem.           
                          Source :[https://electronicsforu.com]  
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Constantine A. Balanis:   (October 29, 1938 ) 
 Constantine A. Balanis is a Greek-
born American scientist, educator, author, and 
Regents Professor at Arizona State University. 
Born    in Trikala, Greece on October 29, 1938. He 
is best known for his books in the fields 
of engineering electromagnetics and antenna 
theory. He emigrated to the United States in 1955, where he stud-
ied electrical engineering. He received United States citizenship in 
1960.                                                                

              Balanis received the Bachelor of Science degree 
from Virginia Tech (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Universi-
ty), in 1964, the Master of Science degree from the University of 
Virginia, in 1966, and the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Electrical 
Engineering from Ohio State University, in 1969, and an Honorary 
Doctorate from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in 2004.  

 His research concentrates on electromagnetics ,antennas 
and microwaves. His current focus of research is on computational 
electromagnetics, electromagnetic met surfaces for RCS reduc-
tion, antenna beam forming and low-profile antennas.             

   Source : [https://ieeexplore.ieee.org] 

Govind P. Agrawal:        (July 24, 1951 ) 
 Govind P. Agrawal is an Indian Ameri-
can physicist and a fellow of both the IEEE and 
the Optical Society of America. He is the recipi-
ent of James C. Wyant Professorship of Optics at 
the Institute of Optics and a professor of physics 
at the University of Rochester. He is also a sen-

ior scientist at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) in the Uni-
versity of Rochester. Agrawal has authored and co-authored several 
highly cited books in the fields of non-linear fiber optics, optical 
communications, and semiconductor lasers.    

 Agrawal was born on July 24, 1951 in Kashipur of 
the Nainital district, which was then a part of Uttar Pradesh.[1] He 
received the B.S. in physics degree from the University of Luck-
now in 1969, with honors. He received the M.S. and PhD in physics 
degrees from the Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, in 1971 and 
1974 respectively  

 Agrawal was elected as the fellow of Optical Society of 
America (OSA) in 1986.                                                                                           

Source : [www.elsevier.com] 

Classroom Charades… 
Day & Date: Tuesday, 30/7/2019 
Venue:  E&TC seminar hall   
Session conducted by: TEESA committee.  
Objectives: To develop various social skills, team-
work and communication skills which will be help-
ful to them in daily life. 
 An activity named classroom charades 
was organized by TEESA committee for SE and TE 
students. It is a game in which words or phrases 
are represented in pantomime, sometimes syllable by syllable, until they are guessed by the oth-
er players. After this activity two teams were selected, they were given 10 words and were asked 
to use those words in their conversation. Good verbal and written communication skills are es-
sential in order to deliver and understand information quickly and accurately. A major benefit is 
that it helps develop student's listening, speaking, and reading skills, while also strengthening 
vocabulary. 
Outcome : Student gained self confidence, overcome stage fear and developed team spirit.  
 
 
 
'Move or die'  
Day & Date: 27th August 2019, Tuesday  
Venue:  PESMCOE college 315 classroom  
Session conducted by: TEESA committee.  
Objectives: To develop soft skills and introduce 
benefits of team work.  
 An activity name 'Move or die' was or-
ganized for the students of E&TC. This activity 
included riddles, jumbled words and also a pic-
ture was displayed on which they were asked to 
write a story. The main agenda behind this activity was to develop soft skills and tell them bene-
fits of working in teams. The main agenda behind this activity was to develop soft skills and tell 
them benefits of working in teams.  
 Also the activity focused on efficient time management to complete the tasks within 
minimum time.  
 
Outcome : After this session students learned to 1. Manage their time efficiently 2. Work in 
team 3. Think creative.  

WE arE prOUD OF…!!!!WE arE prOUD OF…!!!!WE arE prOUD OF…!!!!   

***   Shubham MaidShubham MaidShubham Maid      (captain of (captain of (captain of 

PES MCOE  cricket team) PES MCOE  cricket team) PES MCOE  cricket team) ---   runner uprunner uprunner up   in in in 

the e the e the e inter college tournament of VIT inter college tournament of VIT inter college tournament of VIT 

Melang Melang Melang organized in associated with organized in associated with organized in associated with fastfastfast---

track track track and redbul was  formally inaugurat-and redbul was  formally inaugurat-and redbul was  formally inaugurat-

ed at Yevlevadi, Pune.ed at Yevlevadi, Pune.ed at Yevlevadi, Pune.   

***   Vajra Bhagwat and Lalit AtalVajra Bhagwat and Lalit AtalVajra Bhagwat and Lalit Atal      from from from 

TE ENTC were part of the football team of TE ENTC were part of the football team of TE ENTC were part of the football team of 

PES Modern College of Engineering, who PES Modern College of Engineering, who PES Modern College of Engineering, who 

won second price in Inter Modern Football won second price in Inter Modern Football won second price in Inter Modern Football 

tournament named as tournament named as tournament named as Kanitkar TrophyKanitkar TrophyKanitkar Trophy. . .    

***   Payal Patil  Payal Patil  Payal Patil  for getting for getting for getting Lila Poonawala Lila Poonawala Lila Poonawala 

scholarshipscholarshipscholarship   
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PEO - 3 will continue their learning experience to be able to flourish and contribute to meet future challenges. PEO - 4 will practice Ethical standards keeping 
in mind their social responsibilities and be able to lead teams of professionals around the world. 

Visit  to AIR…. 
Day and Date : 15th Sept, 2019. Monday 

Venue : All India Radio, Shivaji nagar ,Pune  

Objective: To make the ENTC engineering 
students aware about the Topic,  Digital Para-
digm for Broadcast Media  
   A The faculty members from E&TC 
dept. interacted with the Experts in AIR and 
Sadhu sir to explore the opportunities for the 
sponsored projects for E&TC students in col-
laboration with AIR. 
This was followed by a PPT Presentation Com-
petition among the engineering students of 
ENTC branch from different colleges in Pune. 
There were total 25 teams each consisting of 1 
to 3 members from ENTC stream (TE and BE). 
Each team was given a time of 5 minutes to 
present their topic. 
Outcome : The students were made aware 
about the digitization in the communication 
field and the upcoming SDR technology. 

Human Behavior... 
Date and Day : 8/09/2019 (Wednesday)  

Venue : E&TC seminar hall                

Objective: To develop understanding of 
Leadership skills required for professional  de-
velopment  
Session conducted by : Mr. Sourabh Karde 
 The Speaker explained various aspects 
of leadership and effective use of leadership 
skills for professional career development. 
 Speaker also guided on importance of team-
work through which efficiency, skillset can be 
enhanced. 
The speaker explained these aspects by elabo-
rating it with Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj views 
and his skills towards this which made the ses-
sion interesting for the students.  
 
 
 

Why MBA? 
Day and Date : Wednesday ,05/09/2018 

Venue : E&TC seminar hall                

Objective : The session is intended to :          
1. Why MBA? 2.Understand benefits of MBA 
after engineering and plan of actions.  
. Session conducted by : Dr. Shriram Joshi, 
Director, and Mentor at T.I.M.E. Pune.  
An MBA (Master of Business Administration) is 
ideal for people who want to gain business 
skills and accelerate their careers.  
The topics covered in the session were: current 
job scenario, typical options for engineering 
students for post-graduation, various higher 
studies options, MBA as a career option & 
myths about MBA. 
Outcome: After the session students got a 
clear idea about  MBA.  
   
 

Hardware & Networking.. 
Date and Day: 16/12/2019 Monday to 
03/01/2020 Friday  
Venue: E&TC Department , Testing and simu-
lation lab 
Objective: .Training on Hardware, network-
ing and soft skills. 
   The technical session started with a 
help desk topic covering all query related is-
sues in a computer or an organization. Then 
students were introduced about all Linux com-
mands and how data is stored in Linux and 
even how to retrieve the data. They also 
learned all directory, root directory related 
concepts, and Domain namespace one of the 
vital topics, then they gained knowledge about 
Deployment image servicing and maintenance 
DISM which helps to service the images which 
are deployed more accurately and faults in 
images are rectified. Including this many more 
concepts were introduced related to network-
ing and hardware. 

Group Discussion.…  
Date and day: Tuesday, 17/12/2019  
Venue : E&TC seminar hall     

Objective : To The session is intended to  
built ability to reason your views with 
knowledge   
Session conducted by: TESSA members  
 A session on ‘Group Discussion’ was 
conducted by TESSA members for SE and TE 
students. TE E&TC hosted the GD session. Start 
of session began with a speech, wonderfully 
explained what is GD, benefits of GD, why GD 
is important and how one should prepare for 
GD. Group discussion is an important activity 
in academics, business and administrative lev-
el. It is a systematic and purposeful interactive 
oral process. Here the exchange of ideas, 
thoughts and feelings takes place through oral 
communication.   
 
 

Body Language…  
Date and Day: 07/01/2020, Tuesday 

Venue: E&TC seminar hall                

Objective: The session is intended to know 
the significance of body language in our day 
to day life & to understand how body  
Session conducted by: Dr. Jayashree Lohar, 
Symbiosis Pune  
 Body language is the unspoken ele-
ment of communication that are used to reveal 
true feelings and emotions. A session on 
‘Effective use of Body Language’ was conduct-
ed by TESSA members for TE students. This 
session intended to make the students aware 
about how their daily gestures reflect their 
personalities and how it affects the campus 
interviews. With help of body language one 
easily identifies anyone’s personality.  
Outcome : Students understood the im-
portance of good communication skills & ef-
fect of body language. 
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Title :  M– PULSE XTRONICA 2K20 
Date and Day :  Saturday 15th February 2020  
Objective : To provide platform for students to explore innovative ideas, 
develop and enhance their technical and management skills and to en-
courage them to take active participation in various technical events. 
 All students of S.E, T.E, and B.E. were actively involved in this 
technical event of the department. Four events were arranged namely IOT 
Hackathon, TechKshetra, TrailHunt, and Tactigo. For IoT Hackathon, work-
shop was arranged. The topics covered during the workshop: Node MCU 
interfacing, Cloud interfacing and Google Assistance.  It was arranged on 
11th February 2020 and conducted by industry experts.  TechKshetra was 
an event related to designing, debugging and testing the electronic circuits. Tactigo was a technical quiz. Trail Hunt was a technical gaming 
event. The types of events that had been incorporated in this technical fest were decided by the HOD and the M-Pulse coordinators.  The struc-
tures of the events were based on the interest and need of the students, with little prominence on the fun. The aim of this event is, to bring to-
gether the students from various colleges to interact and exchange various innovative ideas. 
Outcomes : This event gave students the platform for students to present their technical skills and encouraged them to take active participation 
I'm various events!  

Disclaimer:  The information contained in this newsletter is for the educational and information purpose only and should not be considered  as 
an advice. It is solely for private circulation. 

Preparing GATE…. 
Day and Date : 04/01/2020 
to 09/01/2020, Saturday to 
Friday  

Venue: E& TC departmen-
tObjective : To  

Session conducted by: Mr. 
Mukesh Sharma and Mr. Swap-
nil. Trainers, associated with 
GATE Hub, Pune 
 Department of E & TC had organized a training program for 
BE and TE students on preparation for GATE 2020 exam. The Quantita-
tive aptitude training was conducted on 04/01/2020 and from 
06/01/2020 to 09/01/2020 daily 2 hours from 4.00pm to 6.00 pm. The 
mathematics training was conducted on 05/01/2020.  The sessions cov-
ered quantitative aptitude and mathematics. Mrs. Mukesh Sharma con-
ducted sessions on Quantitative aptitude. 
Outcome: Students were able to solve the problems with key tech-
niques and save time. The training has provided a platform for students 
to discuss their quires with subject experts. 
 

.Finance Manage-
ment….. 
Day and Date: Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday, 21, 22, 
23/01/2020. 
Objective: To explore the 
knowledge of TE students 
about finance and project 
management 
Session conducted by: 
Mr Ganesh Watve , Founder 

and Director of “Sarva Shikshan e-Learning and Entertainment Studio” 

 Total of 82 students have participated in the session. The 
knowledge about arising finance, different finance sources, working of 
share market and money market, and various terms in finance explored 
in detail. Project development stages and project life cycle the risk as-
sociated with the projects are discussed with the current examples in 
industries.   
Outcome: The comprehensive knowledge regarding finance manage-
ment, project selection strategies and planning was made familiar with 
students. 

Artificial Intelligence Trends for 2021 
 
 Artificial Intelligence will Make Cyber security 
More Potent to Face Modern Cyber Crimes  
 
Another artificial intelligence trend that we might see 
in the future is super efficient cyber security. 
Artificial intelligence, along with machine learning technology, is proving to be a 
much-needed catalyst in cyber security systems deployed either in public or 
private spaces.  
With the passage of time, the threat of cyber attack keeps on increasing. There-
fore cyber security experts are always on the urge to keep up to the evolving 
threats like hacking, phishing, ransom ware, malware, DDS attacks, and more.  
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence technology can be deployed to help 
identify and prevent such malicious online threats.  

Quotes:- 

We build too many walls and 
not enough bridges. 

-Isaac Newton 

A person who never made a 
mistake never tried anything 
new. 

-Albert Einstein 


